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Airborne Training and Operation in East Europe !
Fallschirmjaeger Group offers an Airborne Training  and jumps 
with 3 East- European countries, while jump-ships and original 
parachute systems of the former Sow jet Airborne-Troops are in 
use. From May, 24th to 28th 2006 we will jump with the Para 
Battalion of the Slovakian Army and the Polish (PL) 6th Air 
Assault Brigade in Dubnica/ Slovakia (SK) out of bi-plane AN-2 
with steer-able Military- round-canopy-system Cadet (Poland) and 
OVP-68 (Slovakia).  
Additional we will enter Ukraine (UA) to train there directly with 
the 95th Airborne Brigade out of helicopter Mi-8/ 17. In Ukraine 
we will jump with the famous Russian parachute-system D-6. After 
exiting the jump-ship the static-line of the D-6 is opening the 
stabilisation-chute (pilot-chute of around 1m²) which keep the 
jumper stabile in the air, without getting in freefall position. An 
indescribable feeling for every Western military static-line jumper! 

 
Exiting: Mi-17↑  AN-2↓ 

 

Left: Our 2nd Chairman Peter Hahn in 
Russian D-6 gear.  
Please note the metal-grip at the left 
shoulder. With this grip the jumper himself 
will start the opening of the main-canopy 
some seconds after his exit The system 
itself is secured due to double automatic 
activation device (AAD). So it will open as 
well if the jumper is “forgetting” to open 
the main-canopy by himself by to much 
enthusiasm. 
Rights: D-6 with stabilisation-chute during 
exiting an AN-2 

 

 
AN-2 ( biggest Bi-Plane of the world) 

During „Operation Eagle 
2006“ we are jumping for 
the coveted Airborne 
Wings with certificates of 
the Slovakian, Polish und 
Ukrainian Army. 

Mi-17 helicopter 
Airborne-Wings to gain: 

     
Army Wings: SK   PL      UA      UA 95.AbnBde            USA 

Most probably we will have an 
US- jumpmaster- team 
joining the Operation to brief in 
US parachute equipment, act as 
jumpmaster and award the US-
Army Airborne Wings to the 
participants.                      

To enter Ukraine is no visa necessary anymore. Deadline of registration is April, 28th 2006. 
Details by http://www.fallschirmjaeger-gruppe.de/Events/Polen06_e.html Please contact us by 
airborne@fallschirmjaeger-gruppe.de or Mr. Stefan Eicker by +49 177 3939004! 
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